Green Impact Assessment Guide
Sustainary has provided you with this guideline to help you on your way to completing the Green Impact
Assessment and earning a Green Score.
1. Click on the link provided in the email.
2. Ensure that you have selected the one product or service you intend to assess.
3. Go through the assessment, providing as much detail as possible.
a. Please note that this is an assessment to provide insight into your product at its current
stage. If you do not have access to all information, you are still able to complete the
assessment.
4. Once you have finished the assessment, our team will calculate your score and give you an
archetype.
a. If you have scored 40% or above, we will provide you with a Certification and Seal that
reflects your Green Score (see the Green Score Criteria below).
b. If your company fails to reach the 40% threshold, we will provide you with feedback
highlighting where your product or service can make improvements.
5. Upon receiving a Green Impact Assessment score, companies will receive additional material:
a. Green Impact Assessment Report
b. Digital certificates and badges for your company’s websites
c. To be listed on our website among the certified companies
d. Be featured in Sustainary’s yearly report
e. Two posts of the certified company are to be shared on our SoMe channels (with
one short video featuring a talk with you)
Green Score Criteria
Green Score

Criteria

G++++

You are a REGENERATOR. You have tapped into the ultimate future of our business
systems by fully unlocking the potentials of a circular economy. You are providing
benefits for the rest of the impact community through your actions of regenerative
thinking by regenerating products, services, and income in the process. You scored
highly (>90%) on each aspect of the assessment and have conducted your own product
life cycle assessment.

G+++

You are a TRENDSETTER. You are a beacon, setting the green standards for others to
follow your lead. You fuel others' positive impacts with your own agenda, are the
connector for your network community with your actions, and guide others along their
green impact journey. You scored highly (75-89%) on each aspect of the assessment but
have not conducted your own product life cycle assessment.

G++

You are a TORCH-HOLDER. You are leading the marathon that is your business’
journey, achieving a high degree of green impact and championing your impact for others
to follow. You have a great awareness of your impact, but have not yet begun identifying
vertical adaptability or target setting. Achieved by scoring between 60-74%.

G+

You are an ADAPTOR. You are a seedling at the beginning of your green growth journey,
with a huge potential to become a prosperous and commensal tree. You are constantly
adapting to new green agendas, solutions, trends, and targets as they become known to
you. Your green solution presents great potential but has not integrated its intended
market. Achieved by scoring between 40-59%.

*The assessment is valid for 1 year

